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The Essential Guide to



Account-Based

Sales Development

What it is, why it’s important, and how

to implement it in your organization



Introduction

sales development roles every day.



It’s no longer about how many leads

sales development teams generate.

It’s about how many qualified leads

sales development teams generate.



But you can also make the argument that Sales Development Reps



You see this change taking place in companies all over the world.



are better prepared than ever before to deal with and conquer



Organizations everywhere are dumping revenue models based on



your challenging roles. Tools like SalesLoft alone can make activity



old-school lead generation, cold calling and mass email blasting.



numbers that once took an entire day to hit the work of a single



Why? The leads those models are generating aren’t the leads a



morning. Dialers have increased the speed and efficiency of your



company needs.



The argument can always be made that Sales Development Reps

often have the hardest job in a sales organization. You spend your

days on the front lines, having difficult conversations, trying to hit

difficult numbers, and trying to win over difficult customers. It’s

impossible to deny the drive and determination that are required in



daily calls, automated voicemails have streamlined the messaging

process, and email tracking has improved communication accuracy



The cause of this change? You don’t have to look further than



and timing. So why aren’t sales development teams popping



the customers themselves. Consumers are more informed, more



champagne or taking naps in between their great successes?



connected, and have higher expectations than ever before. In



Because the game has changed.



this new environment, this modern environment, it’s no longer

enough to simply have a sales team. You need to be a modern sales

organization.
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In a modern sales organization,

Sales Development Reps need

personalization, sincerity, and

professionalism to succeed.

Personalization helps tune your product’s message to solve

your prospect’s pain. Sincerity effectively delivers the message

and establishes a relationship of trust. Finally, professionalism

comes into play: know when to hold them, and know when to

fold them. Don’t press on timing when an opportunity most likely

doesn’t exist. What’s truly challenging about sales development?

Delivering personalization, sincerity and professionalism at scale.

That’s where Account-based Sales Development (ABSD) comes

into play.
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Section 1



What is Account-Based

Sales Development?
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Section 1

What is Account-Based

Sales Development?



Account-based

Sales Development

(ABSD)



A sales development approach

in which prospective customer

accounts are treated as markets

of one, reached through hyperpersonalized, targeted campaigns.

Want an even simpler definition? No problem. In the most basic

sense, ABSD is about targeting multiple prospects inside one

company, and pursuing the account as a whole, not pursuing a

prospect to eventually land an account.
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Section 1

What is Account-Based

Sales Development?



The Origin of Account-Based Strategy

Like many complex concepts, the definition of Account-based

Sales Development doesn’t tell you the whole story. To truly

understand ABSD, we need to look back at the first wave of

account-based strategies, Account-based Marketing, or ABM. ABM

strategies pivot marketing activities away from targeting activities

based on verticals, sub-verticals, demographics, and buyer

personas. Instead, it refocuses marketing efforts on understanding

each account (target prospective company), personalizing

messaging for that account, and targeting accordingly within it.

Why is this relevant to sales development, you might ask? Because

ABM, like ABSD, pivots activities toward an account-based



opinions to shape, more objections to deal with, and more

communications to juggle. However, approaching an account with

all of these stakeholders in mind means you are far better prepared

to handle that complexity than if you were pursuing a lead-centric

approach, talking to a single contact per account.



5.4



the average number of people

involved in a purchase today,

according to CEB research.



approach for a very specific set of reasons.



1. Buying Cycles are Becoming More Complex

Pursuing one prospect at an account no longer makes sense.

According to recent research from CEB, the average number

of people involved in a purchase is now 5.4. As every sales

professional knows, each additional person involved in a purchase

decision becomes a multiplier for complexity. It means more
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2. Account-based Means Bigger Business

Traditional prospecting, inbound marketing, and sales strategies are

effective nets for catching smaller fish in numbers, but they are the

wrong tools for companies looking to catch whales. While it’s always

exciting to hear the fable of that one SDR that closed a six-figure

deal by cold calling that one Fortune 500 CEO, for most companies,

that story will never become a reality. Closing larger deals requires a

highly targeted and coordinated approach that falls much more into

the account-based wheelhouse.



3. Inbound Has Matured

When inbound strategies first arrived on the scene, they were

all about creating messages and content that resonated and

cut through the noise. Today, due to inbound’s overwhelming

adoption and buy-in, the noise in most markets is deafening. There

is just far too much content and messaging out there to break

through as a rep. An account-based approach removes you from

that competitive environment and puts you one-on-one with the

customer.

With all of these pressures creeping into the daily life of an SDR,

it sets the stage for a shift toward account-based strategies,

particularly Account-based Sales Development.
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Sales Development?



How is it Different From Traditional Sales Development?

So, you understand that Account-based Sales Development is a fundamental shift away from targeting a high volume of leads to a more

targeted focus on specific accounts. But how does that change the day-to-day job function of the SDR role? With an ABSD strategy, SDRs

become more...



Focused:



Integrated:



Instead of trying to garner high numbers of leads from a variety



Where SDRs were once siloed to their corner of the office to



of locations, SDRs take a more targeted approach toward



make calls, they are now working across departments and across



specific, named accounts.



channels to deliver more relevant messaging -- messaging that’s

impossible to ignore.



Personalized:



Data-driven:



While tools like SalesLoft have allowed SDRs to personalize their



Instead of spending a minute on a prospect’s LinkedIn profile,



message at scale, SDRs spend more time crafting conversations



SDRs now spend more time enriching lead profiles with



that are specific and relevant to their target accounts.



data they need to gain systematic insight into their targeted



In the words of TOPO Research,



“Account-based Sales Development is today’s most effective account-based tactic…

rather than rely on the high-volume process of outbound prospecting, organizations

now strategically define a smaller, more targeted set of accounts and run personalized,

buyer-centric campaigns against those accounts.”
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Section 2



The Benefits of

Account-Based

Sales Development
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